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The truth behind 'wine awards' used as marketing on bottles

A consumer affairs show has revealed how wine awards often work Gold, silver and bronze 'medals' actually
handed to thousands of wines  The awards are then often used to justify increasing the price of a wine Judge of an
award said 'wines that didn't make you retch' got commended 
Wine lovers often buy their bottles based on the shiny awards they show on the label. 

But shoppers are charged more for these so-called 'award-winning' wines, because the wineries often pay to enter
the competitions and pay again to put the medal on their label - a cost that is passed onto the consumer. 

And while you would be forgiven for thinking that a 'gold medal' winner has won first place, in reality it's more likely to
be among a group of hundreds or even thousands of wines handed a 'gold medal' at the same time. 

The doling out of medals is so widespread in the wine competition community after one international competition a
judge said commendations were given to 'anything that didn't make them retch'. 

    

Despite the fact many wine lovers buy bottles based on awards, they're often misleading - sometimes thousands of
wines can win gold, silver or bronze at a competition (stock photo) 

If a winery wins an award for their wine, it's often used to justify charging a higher price  

Each category of medal at an awards competition is handed out for wines that rank above a certain score,
according to Kirsten Drysdale from the ABC's satirical consumer affairs program The Checkout , which airs on
Thursday night. 

'Theoretically, every wine could come away with some bottle bling - and they often do.'  

'It's borderline misleading - they don't hand out multiple gold medals at the Olympics,' she told Daily Mail Australia.  

She described them as being 'as valuable as an encouragement award in kindy'.  

Often, wineries have to pay to enter wines in a competition - a money maker for organisers 

Also interesting to note was that renowned wineries which produced high-quality wines often didn't enter
competitions at all 

In 2015, the Decanter Wine Awards - which said it was 'the world's largest and most influential wine competition',
judged over 15,900 wines - and 70 per cent received an award. 

After the International Wine Challenge, a judge said: 'if a wine didn't make you retch, it got a commendation', The
Telegraph reported. 

Large numbers of awards were given out for financial reasons, she said. 

More awards handed out meant more wines entered - and entering meant paying fees to organisers. 
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For example, an entry in the Decanter awards costed $230 per wine. 

With about 16,000 entries, that meant $3,680,000 for the organisers. 

Then, if a wine won an award, the winery then had to pay for it in order to get award stickers to place on their
bottles. 

Those costs were often passed on to the customer by increasing the price of the wines, Drysdale told Daily Mail
Australia.  

In 2014, Choice consumer advocacy group stated: 'A review of more than 2500 wines, entered into the four major
Australian wine shows across popular varietals – Shiraz, Chardonnay, and Cabernet Sauvignon – released
between 2003 and 2007, found medal-winning wines, particularly those with gold and silver gongs, command higher
release prices than other wines'. 

Picking a bottle of wine based on awards can also be difficult because everyone's tastes are different 

Also interesting to note was that renowned wineries which produced high-quality wines often didn't enter
competitions at all.  

Higher prices often equated to a better wine, however, as Drysdale pointed out, the problem with any competition
price was that taste is subjective. 

So when heading to the bottle shop to pick up a wine for the next dinner party or night out, what should you look for? 

Drysdale says trophies are one way of spotting what's likely to be a better drop.  

They are more prestigious - usually only one is handed out at awards.  

However, that meant they were likely to be harder to find and probably more expensive.  

She suggested trying something recommended by someone else, or buying something you knew and liked. 

Awards medals on wines have been likened to 'encouragement awards at kindy' 

People looking for a better wine are advised to look out for a 'trophy' rather than a medal - less are handed out 
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